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Fall 2017 AGU Meeting Events! 
The GPE Section will have primary responsibility for 10 oral and 7 poster sessions at the 2017 Fall AGU 
meeting, December 11-15, in addition to secondary sessions. Despite a 25% reduction in GPE abstract 
submission numbers (only -2% AGU-wide), GPE sessions cover all five conference days kicking off on 
Monday afternoon right through the Friday morning (see synopsis on page 11). Many thanks go out to all 
our session conveners. A special thanks goes out to France Lagroix, GPE Secretary, who put together the 
GPE sessions for all of us. France points out that we need many OSPA judges for our student presentations. 
Please sign up to help us judge student presentations: (http://ospa.agu.org/ospa/judges/) 
 
Mark your calendars for these special events: 
 

• GPE Student Reception:  Sunday, Dec. 10, 6-8 pm, at Fulton Alley (600 Fulton Street, New 
Orleans, www.fultonalley.com). This is a GPE-sponsored event to help students get to know each 
other and meet the GPE leadership.  If you plan on attending please email Shelby Jones-Cervantes 

• AGU Icebreaker: Monday, Dec. 11, 6-8 pm, Convention Center 
• AGU Student Breakfast: Tuesday, Dec. 12 at 7 am, Hilton Riverside, 1st floor, Grand Ballroom B -

First come, first served. Look for the GPE table.  
• Bullard Lecture:  Tuesday, Dec 12, 5:00 pm, Determining the Accuracy of Paleomagnetic 

Remanence and High-Resolution Chronostratigraphy for Sedimentary Rocks using Rock 
Magnetics.  Ken Kodama, La Nouvelle C.  See story page 4 

• GPE Business Meeting and Reception: Tuesday, Dec 12, 6:30 – 8:00 pm, Hilton Riverside, 2nd 
Floor, Churchill C1 

• AGU Honors Ceremony: Wednesday, Dec. 13, 6-8 pm, New Orleans Theater, Convention Center 
• AGU Honors Banquet: Wednesday, Dec. 13, 8:30 pm, Hilton Riverside, 1st Floor, Grand Ballroom 

 
All students are invited to the AGU Fall Meeting GPE Student Mixer 

It is that time of year again to start thinking about AGU Fall Meeting! As you start filling 
your schedule with exciting scientific programs, we would love you to include the 6th annual 
Geomagnetism-Paleomagnetism-Electromagnetism student mixer. This year we will be gathering on 
Sunday night from 6:00 to 8:00pm at Fulton Alley (600 Fulton Street, New Orleans, 
www.fultonalley.com).  

The GPE student mixer is a great place for you to meet other students, the GPE section 
leadership, and the GPE student representative (Shelby Jones-Cervantes). Highlights of the upcoming 
week’s events will be enjoyed over bowling, light appetizers, limited drinks, and friendly conversation 
with peers. Per tradition, there will be fabulous door prizes that will harness your inner child with a 
magnetic theme!  

All students, especially first-time AGU attendees are encouraged to attend, as the student 
mixer is a good way meet new friends that help each other navigate the meeting with confidence.  We 
hope you will be able to attend and share your AGU experiences with fellow students.  
There is no charge for the event but we ask that you RSVP so we know how many people to expect. 
PLEASE RSVP to Shelby Jones-Cervantes at saj012@ucsd.edu  
If you have dietary needs (allergies, etc.) please include this in your RSVP.  

We look forward to meeting you or seeing you again at the GPE student mixer. 
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NOTE: This is a separate event from the AGU-wide student breakfast and student mixer. This is a 
much smaller, GPE-focused event for students only (please no advisors).   
 
GPE Executive Committee  
The GPE Executive Committee currently includes the following people: 
President: Laurie Brown 
President-Elect: Catherine Johnson 
Past President: Andy Jackson 
Secretary: France Lagroix 
GP Webmaster: Katerina Petronotis 
Student Representative: Shelby Jones-Cervantes 
Early Career Representative: Lennart de Groot 
Flux Line Editor: Ken Kodama 
 
The GPE Executive Committee is an eight-person committee providing discussion, 
feedback, and suggestions concerning GPE activities, procedures, and governance. 
Membership includes the elected GPE officers (President, President-Elect, Past President, 
and Secretary) as well as several appointed positions, with terms of office running for 
two years.  The section website manager and the Fluxline editor are two such positions.  
Two other positions are the student representative and the early career representative, as 
outlined below: 
 
Student Rep:  This position should be a graduate student pursuing research in a subject 
covered by GPE, and expecting to be a student for the next two years.  Traditionally the 
student rep, with help from the rest of the executive committee, organizes the GPE 
student mixer at the Fall meeting. 
 
Early Career Rep:  This position is for a GPE member who is in the first ten years of 
employment in a GPE field including academia, industry, or government agencies.  
 
GPE Community Access  
As a result of our name change, your favorite information portals have been renamed: 
 
The GPE web site is now: http://geopaleoelectromagnetism.agu.org/ 
and we would welcome updates to our entries on Laboratories, Software, Education, and 
other information. 
 
We also welcome photos or other fun and interesting information on our 
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/AGUGeoPaleoElectroMagnetism 
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REMARKS FROM THE PRESIDENT

 
 
 Dear GPE members, 
 Greetings from Amherst, Massachusetts where we are enjoying a lovely New England 
Fall – Sunny and warm and the leaves are turning.  Please enjoy this Fall newsletter with 
information on the New Orleans meeting, honors and awards to GPE members, reports from 
recent meetings, and some items of general interest to our section. 
 Speaking of our section, Catherine and I participated in a “section assessment” this 
Spring and Summer.  It involved not only looking at our own section but at divisions in AGU in 
general.  One action by the Council this year was to consolidate all of the sections and focus 
groups into just one kind of division, as they are all treated the same by AGU.  Although a 
number of names for this one kind of division were floated, we are happy to announce that 
“section” won out handily and now AGU will be made up of 23 sections, with one new one, 
GeoHealth, coming in next year.  
 Information we learned about GPE during the assessment included the facts we are still 
male dominated, older than many sections, but also more generous, both in percentage of donors 
and the average gift, than most other sections.  We also have a larger percentage of international 
members than the norm.  Where we need to improve are more students and early career members, 
so encourage your young colleagues, grad students, and undergrads to join.  AGU membership 
for students is still only $20 a year including EOS and a myriad of on-line newsletters, services, 
and opportunities. 
 As usual, the executive board of GPE encourages input from the members.  If you have 
suggestions concerning membership, meetings, activities, or any other concerns please do not 
hesitate to contact me (lbrown@geo.umass.edu). 

Hoping to see many of you in New Orleans,  
Laurie  
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In Memoriam: Jean Pascal Cogné and Graham J. Borradaile 

 
 

                 Jean Pascal Cogné                                                         Graham Borradaile 
 
The paleomagnetism community said farewell to two inspiring colleagues earlier this spring. 
Professor Graham J. Borradaile (1947 – 2017) passed away May 7th, 2017. He moved to Thunder 
Bay (Ontario, Canada) in 1978 leaving behind Liverpool and the United Kingdom to build a new 
geology department at Lakehead University. Graham’s body of work over more than 35 years is 
authoritative, especially his contributions on magnetic anisotropy and its applications to tectonics 
and structural geology. A special issue in recognition of his outstanding career was published in 
Tectonophysics in 2014 (volume 629).  
Jean-Pascal Cogné (1955 – 2017) passed away on March 9th, 2017. He moved to Paris, from 
Rennes his birthplace, in 1990 to join the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris and the 
Paleomagnetism Research Group. Jean-Pascal, a true adventurer, hunted rocks from the abyss of 
the Pacific Ocean at 4 km below sea level to the heights of Tibet in the Himalayas at more than 5 
km in altitude. He made pioneering contributions in his earlier works to unstraining 
paleomagnetic vectors in orogenic belts, especially in hematite bearing rocks. But his works on 
the tectonic evolution of the Asian continent and the “problem” of shallow paleomagnetic 
inclinations accomplished over 20 years and synthesized in his JGI 2013 publication (doi: 
10.1093/gji/ggs104) were ground-breaking and are decisive. Jean-Pascal’s Paleomac software is 
another footprint he leaves behind in many paleomagnetic laboratories. 
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Postcards from the Field:  A group of undergrad students sampling a mid-Miocene sequence of 
lava flows on one of the Canary Islands. In ten weeks these students collect samples, analyse them in 
the lab, and report on the rock-magnetic properties of a number of these flows. With these projects 
they finalize their BSc program in Earth Sciences; supervision is done by Lennart de Groot and 
Annemarieke Béguin (Utrecht University).  Submitted by Lennart de Groot 
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2017 Bullard Lecturer: Ken Kodama 
 

 
 
 
This year’s Bullard Lecture will be given by Prof. K.P. Kodama of Lehigh University.  Ken has a 
long career in paleomagnetism and rock magnetism, with a special interest in the magnetic 
behavior of sediments.  From his early work in Pleistocene sediments of California to studies of 
inclination shallowing to recent work in chronostragraphy Ken has pushed the envelope using 
magnetic studies to solve geologic and geophysical problems.  His lecture, entitled “Determining 
the Accuracy of Paleomagnetic Remanence and High-Resolution Chronostratigraphy for 
Sedimentary Rocks using Rock Magnetics”, will be on Tuesday, December 12, at 5:00 pm in La 
Nouvelle C, Convention Center. 
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John Booker wins the Gilbert Award 
Professor John Booker, University of Washington, is the 2017 recipient of the Gilbert award.   
The award recognizes Dr. Booker’s outstanding leadership and service to the GPE community 
and the impact of his work in elucidating lithospheric and mantle structure.  Dr. Booker has made 
diverse contributions to geophysics using electromagnetic (EM) methods, magnetotellurics (MT) 
in particular.  He led development of data processing and inversion codes that have been freely 
distributed to the community and that have had enormous impact.  In the early 80s he led the first 
large-scale community MT experiment, EMSLAB, which imaged the resistivity structure of the 
subducting Juan de Fuca plate and provided the first concrete evidence for sediment subduction 
and the accompanying release of dehydration fluids.     Prof. Booker went on to be the instigator, 
and later Principal Investigator, of the first community-use MT instrument facility (EMSOC) that 
laid the groundwork for the incorporation of EM/MT into NSF’s Earthscope program.  The work 
from his research group has continued to elucidate lithospheric and mantle structure, in particular 
at compressional plate boundaries and along major transform faults. Prof. Booker has been a 
strong supporter of the GPE section and of students and junior scientists throughout his career. 
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New	AGU	Fellow	for	GPE	
The 2017 AGU Fellows were announced this summer, and we are delighted to report that Dr. 
Alan Chave, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is the newest GPE member to be honored 
with Fellowship.  He will be officially recognized at the AGU Honors Ceremony at the Fall 
Meeting, occurring on Wednesday evening, December 13 at 6:00pm in the New Orleans 
Memorial Convention Center, Second Floor, New Orleans Theater. The ceremony and following 
reception are open to all.   
Dr. Chave is known for his fundamental and wide-ranging studies of the solid earth and the 
oceans using electromagnetic (EM) methods. His early work in marine controlled source EM 
theory, provided a basis for methods now widely used both for resource exploration and the study 
of plate boundary tectonics in the marine environment.   His breakthrough theoretical work has 
been accompanied by innovative approaches in data processing methods.  Dr. Chave developed 
motional EM induction methods, using seafloor electric field instruments to observe depth-
averaged ocean currents, and has led the way in the development of ocean floor observatories and 
the use of abandoned submarine cables for studies of the oceanic crust.  His five years as editor-
in-chief of Reviews of Geophysics are widely recognized as an important turning point for that 
journal, steering it toward its current highly-regarded status in the community. 
  
Please join us in recognizing both the 2017 GPE Fellow and the 2017 Gilbert award recipient at 
the GPE Section Reception and Business Meeting, Tuesday December 12, 2017; 6:30 – 8:00PM 
at the Hilton Riverside, Second Floor, Churchill C1. 
 
2018 nominations 
It’s never too early to start thinking about nominations for AGU Fellows and the Gilbert award 
for 2018.  Nominations are typically due mid-March for Fellows and in April for the Gilbert 
award (check the AGU website in early 2018 for details).  Remember that in even-numbered 
years, the Gilbert Award is given to a junior researcher. Eligible junior researchers are (1) 36  
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years of age or younger on 31 December or (2) no more than five years since receiving the award 
of Ph.D. (or highest equivalent terminal degree) by 31 December of the award presentation year. 
Finally, many thanks to those who led and supported nomination packages in 2017 and to the 
GPE awards committee for their time and effort. 
 
Catherine Johnson 
GPE President-Elect 
 
Thanks again to 2G Enterprises!  
Once again, 2G Enterprises has underwritten part of the cost of our 2017 GP Business Meeting 
and Reception on Tuesday, December 12th starting at about 6:30 pm. 2G is a long-time supporter 
of our Section. Their support is very much appreciated by GPE members and officers alike. 
 
 
News from the GPE Community 
 
International Conference on Rock Magnetism 2017 
From 10 to 14 July 2017, a group of ~120 paleomagnetists, rockmagnetists, and geomagnetists 
gathered in and around Fort Hoofddijk (Utrecht, the Netherlands) for the “International 
Conference on Rock Magnetism 2017” aka the “SantaUtrecht meeting”. This meeting was a co-
production between the Institute for Rock Magnetism of the University of Minnesota, and the 
paleomagnetic laboratory Fort Hoofddijk of Utrecht University; it replaced the IRM’s bi-annual 
Santa Fe meeting this year. 

 
During office hours, we enjoyed a very interesting and engaging scientific program covering 
various topics such as fundamental rock magnetism, environmental magnetism, geomagnetism, 
crustal magnetic anomalies, sediment magnetization, and rock-magnetic data analysis. The small 
scale of the meeting, as well as the informal setting in one of the  
education buildings of Utrecht University, set the stage for a pleasant and open atmosphere. 
Maybe that also helped to invoke very in-depth plenary discussions, that are  
often not possible during larger meetings. Especially the use of the infamous Day-plot and the 
definition of “pseudo-single domain” sparked vivid discussions, and a strong case for new FORC 
techniques was put forward. 
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After office hours, there was ample opportunity to meet and mingle, and to continue discussions 
during the lunches, dinners, and/or open bars. The social program culminated into the closing 
dinner and party on Friday… the dancing lasted well into the night. Also, the canoe-tour through 
the canals of Utrecht at dusk is something many participants will not easily forget: three 
participants even managed to gather a whopping 125 years of experience in paleomagnetism in 
one little boat (see photo for evidence)! 
 
Here, we once more like to thank all participants, and everyone who helped to make the 
ICRM2017 the success it was. We are looking forward to continuing the discussions soon at 
another occasion! 
 
Lennart de Groot 
On behalf of the organizers 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Approximately 125 years of experience in paleomagnetism paddling the historic canals of 
Utrecht (Cor Langereis, Rob van der Voo, and Mark Dekkers). 
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Assessmen t  o f  t he  New  Supe rconduc t i ng  Rock  Magne tome te r  (SRM)  on  The  
JO IDES  Reso lu t i on  

A new superconducting rock magnetometer (SRM) was installed on the International Ocean Discovery 
Program (IODP) research drilling vessel JOIDES Resolution in early 2017. This is the 50th liquid-helium 
free system built by 2G Enterprises (Model 760R-4K). Use of a new software package for operating the 
SRM also began in August 2016 on Expedition 362, where testing started with the old SRM and 
continued on the past several expeditions with the new SRM. 
 
 
A team was assembled to assess the performance of the new SRM during Expeditions 366, 367, and 368. 
The SRM Team consisted of Gary Acton, Tony Morris, Bob Musgrave, and Xixi Zhao and IODP staff 
with expertise in paleomagnetism (Brad Clement, Beth Novak, Margaret Hastedt, Bill Mills, David 
Houpt, Katerina Petronotis, and Helen Evans). All the team except for Evans convened at the Shanghai 
port call at the end of Expedition 368. The short port call (11-13 June 2017) provided the SRM Team an 
opportunity to run a series of tests and to make recommendations for future routine tests and 
improvements.  
 
The primary conclusion is that the new SRM is functioning as designed and performed better than (or at 
least comparable to) the previous shipboard magnetometer.  Data to support this conclusion will be  
presented at the AGU meeting (Acton et al., GP43B-0976), and in an SRM report that is about to be 
disseminated on the IODP-JRSO web site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GPE Sessions-2017 Fall AGU Meeting 
GPE sessions (plus sessions co-organized with GPE) 

 
2017 Fall Meeting GPE Primary and Co-Organised Sessions AT-A-GLANCE 

 
Monday,	December	11th	

Time Session Title Location 
1:40	–	
6:00	

T13B	
Structure,	Evolution	and	Influence	of	the	Antarctic	and	Arctic	
Lithosphere	

Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
13:40	

GP13A	
Advances	in	biomagnetism,	magnetic	proxy	parameters	and	
authigenesis	and	diagenesis	of	magnetic	minerals	I	

Room	
225-227	

4:00	–	
6:00	

GP13B	
Advances	in	biomagnetism,	magnetic	proxy	parameters	and	
authigenesis	and	diagenesis	of	magnetic	minerals	II	

Room	
225-227	
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Tuesday,	December	12th	
Time Session Title Location 
8:00	–	
10:00	

GP21A	
Geomagnetic	field	behavior	across	all	timescales:	data,	methods	and	
applications	

Room	
225-227	

8:00	–	
12:20	

NH21C	
Pre-Earthquake	Processes	:	An	interdisciplinary	Approach	to	
Earthquake	Prediction	Studies	

Poster	
Hall	

10:20	–	
12:20	

GP22B	 Fundamental	Rock	and	Mineral	Magnetism	
Room	
225-227	

1:40	–	
6:00	

GP23A	
Advances	in	biomagnetism,	magnetic	proxy	parameters	and	
authigenesis	and	diagenesis	of	magnetic	minerals	

Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

GP23B	 Fundamental	Rock	and	Mineral	Magnetism	
Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

PP23B	 Global	Change	During	and	After	the	K-Pg	and	P-E	Transistions 
Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

S23A	 Frontiers	of	Uncertainty	Quantification	in	Geoscientific	Inversion 
Poster	
Hall	

5:00	–	
6:00	

GP24A	
Bullard Lecture: Determining	the	Accuracy	of	Paleomagnetic	
Remanence	and	High-Resolution	Chronostratigraphy	for	Sedimentary	
Rocks	using	Rock	Magnetics	by	Kenneth P. Kodama 

La	
Nouvelle	

C	
 
	
	
Wednesday,	December	13th,	2017	

Time Session Title Location 
8:00	–	
10:00	

GP31A	 Frontiers	in	Electromagnetic	Methods	I	
Room	
225-227	

10:20	–	
12:20	

GP32A	 Frontiers	in	Electromagnetic	Methods	II	
Room	
225-227	

10:20	–	
12:20	

DI32A	
Connecting	the	Evolution	of	the	Earth’s	Magnetic	Field	and	the	
Dynamics	of	the	Deep	Interior	1	

Room	
203-205	

1:40	–	
2:40	

GP33B	
eLightning	General	Contribution	in	Geomagnetism	Paleomagnetism	
and	Electromagnetism	

Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

GP33A	
Geomagnetic	field	behavior	across	all	timescales:	data,	methods	and	
applications	

Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

DI33A	
Connecting	the	Evolution	of	the	Earth’s	Magnetic	Field	and	the	
Dynamics	of	the	Deep	Interior	

Poster	
Hall	

4:00	–	
6:00	

GP34B	 Planetary	Magnetism	and	Gravity	
Room	
225-227	
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Thursday,	December	14th,	2017	
Time Session Title Location 
8:00	–	
12:20	

GP41B	 Planetary	Magnetism	and	Gravity	
Poster	
Hall	

8:00	–	
12:20	

NS41B	 Open-Source	Software	in	the	Geoscience	
Poster	
Hall	

10:20	–	
12:20	

GP42A	 Assigning	chronology	to	geologic	processes	using	magnetic	methods	
Room	
225-227	

1:40	–	
6:00	

GP43B	
General	Contributions	in	Geomagnetism	Paleomagnetism	and	
Electromagnetism	

Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

GP43A	 Assigning	chronology	to	geologic	processes	using	magnetic	methods	
Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

IN43C	 Space	Weather	and	Earth	Informatics	
Poster	
Hall	

1:40	–	
6:00	

V43D	
Geological	Reactive	Systems	from	the	Mantle	to	the	Abyssal	
Subseafloor	III	

Poster	
Hall	

4:00	–	
6:00	

GP44A	 The	magnetic	archive	of	tectonic	processes	I	
Room	
225-227	

4:00	–	
6:00	

NS44A	 Open-Source	Software	in	the	Geoscience	
Room	
238-239	

 
	
	
Friday,	December	15th,	2017	

Time Session Title Location 
8:00	–	
12:20	

GP51A	 The	magnetic	archive	of	tectonic	processes		
Poster	
Hall	

10:20	–
12:20	

GP52A	 The	magnetic	archive	of	tectonic	processes	II	 Room	222	

1:40	–	
6:00	

PP53A	
Chronostratigraphic	Advances	Integrating	Paleomagnetism,	Tephra,	
Climate	Correlation,	and	Other	Stratigraphic	and	Proxy	Methods	to	
Solve	Earth	System	Processes	and	Events	

Poster	
Hall	
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Postcards from the Field: Field crew from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology,  (Nathan 
Church, Alex Michels, Zeudia Pastore, Geertje ter Maat) at the Reinfjord Ultramafic Complex, Seiland Igneous 

Province, northern Norway.  Submitted by Suzanne McEnroe 
 

 


